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PRIMITIVE NUMBERS

By W J McGee

PLACE OF NUMBERS IN THE GROWTH OF KNOWLEDGE

The gateway to knowledge of aboriginal character is found in

aboriginal conduct; for among primitive folk, habits of action are

more trenchant than systems of thought. Yet full knowledge of

aboriginal character may be gained only through study of both the

activital habits and the intellectual systems of the aborigines; for in

every stage of human development, action and thought are concomi-

tant and complementary.

In dealing with aboriginal customs connected with numbers (simple

counting, numeration, calendar systems, etc.), the working ethnolo-

gist is confronted by the elusive yet ever-present fact that primitive

folk commonly see in numbers qualities or potencies not customarily

recognized by peoples of more advanced culture. Accordingly it

seems especially desirable to trace the thoughts, as well as the customs,

of primitive number-users, and this may be done with a fair degree of

confidence in the light of homologies with the early stages of mathe-

matics and related knowledge among peoples of advanced culture.

Fairly close homologies with the numbers of primitive peoples are

afforded by the early stages of chemistry and astronomy. Chemistry

grew slowly out of alchemy as natural experience waxed and primeval

mysticism waned; and in earlier time astronomy grew out of astrology

in similar fashion. The growth of chemistry is fairly written, and

that of astronomy less fully recorded in early literature; and in the

history of both sciences the records are corroborated and the sequence

established by vestigial features—for such features are no less useful

in defining mental development than are vestigial organs and functions

in outlining vital evolution.

Now on scanning the long way over which modern knowledge came

up, it becomes clear that the beginning of chemistry marked the third

step in the development of science, and that the beginning of astron-

omy marked an earlier step; and it also becomes clear that another
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step, taken amid the mists of uinvritton antiquity, ^vas marked bj' the

beginning of mathematics. In the absence of records, the rise of

mathematics may be traced partly' (like the growth of the next j'ounger

sciences) by vestigial features and functions; and these vestiges indi-

cate that, just as scientific chemistry came out of mystical alchemy
and as scientific astronomy sprang from mystical astrology, so rational

mathematics grew out of a mystical system which long dominated the

minds of men and slowly waned under the light of natural experience

concentrated among the Arabs of past millenniums. Tn Arabia this

mystical system preceded the simple and essentially natural, though
happily conventional, system of enumeration and notation long known
as algorithm (or algorism)—i. e., that inchoate form of arithmetic

which permitted numerical treatment of quantities, and thus gave a

foundation for science. The mj'stical S3'stem is even more clearly ri>p-

resented in algebra, in which the conventional s3'ml)ols now used to

express natural values were originally employed as indices of magical

potencies, like the charactei's inscribed on amulets and talismans;

indeed the literature of science yields definite records of that long-

abandoned side of algebra known as almacabala (sometimes written

almachabel) from the Arabic word for learning and the Hebraic (or

older) term for mystical or magical attaimnent of purpose,^ the whole
constituting a jvunble of occult or semi-occult redintegration such

as appeals strongly to the ill-developed mind. Accordingly the step-

.])ing stones to modern science may be enumerated as (1) almacabala,

(2) astrology, (3) alchemy, leading respectively to mathematics and
astronomy and chemistry, the oldest branches of definite knowledge.

While the transition from almacabala to mathematics is indicated

somewhat vaguely by the records and more clearly by vestiges among
the peoples influenced by Arabic culture (including all the Aryans and
their associates, who make up the intellectual world), the sequence is

established by pai-allel develojjments displayed by other lines of cul-

ture. The import of these parallelisms lieciomes clear in the light of

principles pertaining both to science in general and to anthropology in

particular; and some of these principles iire worthy of enumeration:

1. In all science it is necessarily (albeit often implicitly) postulated

that knowledge grows by successive increments through experience

and its assimilation, through observation and comparison (or genei'al-

ization), through discovery and invention, or' in short, through natural

processes. In the natural (or chiefly inductive) sciences and in recent

decades this postulate is conunonly made con.sciously and deliberateh';

in the more abstract (or chiefly deductive) sciences the postulate is less

frequently made consciously, though a notable example of recognition

1 •
' Cnbala, or ' practical cabaln,' as described by Hebraic authors, is the art of employing the knowl-

edgeo( tliehidilon wdrld in orrttT to nlliiin one's purpose in nccordnnee witli tlie mystirism expounded
inthe'Sefer Yezinili' i l!ool< of Crenlion i. in wliieh tbe ereiition of the world is ascrilu'd to a com-
bination and permutation of letters of the alpliabet."—The Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. i, 1891, p. 548.
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of the experiential ])asis of mathematics was recently afforded lij- the
president of the American Mathematical Society. ^

2. In all departments of definite knowledge, but especially in the sev-

eral branches of ant'hropoloo-y, it is implicitly, if not explicitly, postul-

ated that knowledge is diffused and its acquisition stimulated throug-h

association and interchange among individuals and peoples; indeed,

this postulate affords the warrant, and forius the basis, for education.

3. In anthropology as in other sciences it is necessary to recognize
a volume or body of knowledge proper to each people, made up of the
combined intellectual possessions of all the individuals, increasing with
successive experiences, decreasing only through disuse or neglect, and
in greater part perpetuated by record and tradition if not hj direct

heritage.

i. In ethnologic research, as measui'ably in other lines of inquiry,

it is desirable and fair to assume that (a) mental capacity and (h) the
sum of knowledge, either in the individual or in the group, are in the

long run practically equi^'alent.

5. In ethnologic inquiry it is convenient to assume that the course of
development is approximately uniform (or about as nearly similar as

are environmental conditions) in each separate or independent group
of men. This assumption, which was recognized first by Powell under
the law of activital similarities, and later T)y Brinton under the formula
"unity of mind," is rapidly crystallizing in the minds of anthropolo-
gists; it is, indeed, but a corollarj' of the primary postulate on which
all science rests, namely, that knowledge grows by natural means; and
latterl\' the postulate (which is but a generalization of invariable experi-

ence), with its corollaries and applications, has been formulated as one
of the cardinal principles of science, namely, the responsivity of mind.''

The recognition of the foregoing principles yields a means of out-

lining intellectual development in general, and hence of defining the

grades, or growth-stages, of given intellectual stocks (or peoples) ; for

when once the general scheme of development indicated by the several

examples is perceived clearly, the i-elative positions of each of the
examples are evident. The relations of the natural stages in intellec-

tual development ma_v be illustrated by comparison with the growth-
stages of aged sequoia groves of prehistoric birth, whose beginnings
no man recorded and no living man saw. but whose history may be
read clearly in terms of j'ounger groves in other counties; for the

towering groves of the big-tree species and the upshooting forests of

human ideas may well be likened in individual and collective growth,
save that the vegetal species is decadent and shrunk into scattered

^"Even pure mathematics, though long held apart from the other sciences, must be founded, I

think, in the last analysis, on observation and experiment."—R. S. Woodward, Science, new ser.,

vol. XIII, 1901, p. 522.

2Proc. Washington Academy of Sciences, vol. ii, 1900, pp. 1-12.
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piitchcs. wliilc tho iiK'iitiil jirowth is luxuriant and sprcadinj;' ("xubcr-

untly from provinrc to province throughout tho lands of the earth.

In lioth cases the intcrjirotation in tonus of growth-stages is established

l>y conformity with natural law: did th(> grove receive exti'anatural

impulse at any stage, or did knowledge arise otherwis(> than through
interactions of nature, the interpretation would fail: but in the absence
of evidence against the uniformity of nature, the e(|ui\alence of corres-

ponding stages must be recognized aliki' for the figurative forests of

ideas and the material forests of wood and leafage.

Now the acceptance of these j)rinciples, and the recognition of the

general course of intellectual de\(do))ment. afford a means of tracing

thi> unrecorded history of Aryan cidtuicand of interpreting the meager
records of Araiiia's mathematical ]iioneering in t(>rius of the culture

of other peoplt>s still below, or just rising above, the jjlane marked b}^

the birth of writing— i. e.. the ))eginning of scriptorial cultui'e.

Es})ecially useful for comparison are various practically indejiendent

Amerind peoples, some low in prescriptorial c\ilture. othei's grap-

pling with the rudinuMits of definite graphic art. and still others just

within that phase of scri])torial culture marked by conventional calen-

dric und numeral systiMUs; hardly less useful are sevei-al African peo-

ples representing various early stages of development; of much
significance, too, are the Australian ti'i1)(\s, of culture so low that

munerical knowledge is inchoate only, together with ditferent I'olyne-

sian trjlies whosc^ culture curiously reflects theii' distinctive environ-

nienl; while useful suggestions as to the oi'igin of numerical concepts

may be drawn from various subhuman animals. I'rue. the lines of

mental growth maturing in mathematical systems must vary \vith

environmental conditions, and doubtless with hereditary traits per-

sisti'iitly rellecting both ancestral and proto-enviromnental factors;

yet, if knowledge be not an extranatural jjroduct rather thiui a reflex

of natuie (as bi'illiantly conceived by Bacon) the lines iimst b(> so far

conformable as to render the comparisons ti'ust worthy and sulHciently

accurate for practical purpcses—justas the retracing of the history of

an isolated grove by comparison with the growth-lines of other gro\es
must be inexact in detail, though trustworthy in general and sulH-

ciently accurate to meet practical needs.

CIIAUACTERLSTICS UF 1'KLM1TI\E THOUGHT

In tracing the lines of intellectual growth maturing in modern
enlightenment, it is needful to note certain habits of mind character-

istic of all i)rimitive men, yet measurably distinct (in degree if not in

kind) from those conunon to civilized and enlightened men; and for

present purposes, as for practically all others, it will sutKce to detine

primitive peoples as those who have not yet accpiired and sissimilatcd
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the art of writing, i. e., as those who remain in prescriptorial culture;

for the longest single step in the development of mind and the widest
chasm dividing humanity is that marking the transition from the

lowly stage of unaided thinking to the stage of mechanieally extended
memory and mentation.

Jfysticisrn of 'primitive thought—All primitive men arc; mystics.

Believers in extranatural potencies, inexpert observers, and incon-

stant reasoners, their vague faith veils or counterfeits realities and
clothes its own figments with all manner of attributes, oftener incon-

gruous than germane. In their simple (and presumptively primeval)
aspect, the fear-born figments are grotesque shadows or fantastic dupli-

cates of actual things movedby capricious or malicious motives, like those
of human kind: in somewhat advanced thought the figments are more
complex, and are incarnated chiefly in self-moving things and invested

with enlarged and intensified autonomy; while in the higher stages of
primitive culture the figments are idealized into mystical potencies
conceived to actuate the objects and powers of the universe in accord-

ance with impulses and motives such as those observed to control

human action. And this lowly faith, with its imputation of animistic

imjjulses and agencies to all nature, is far more than mere abstraction;

in all its aspects the belief is profound and paramount: it is an ever-

present possession, passing f)ft('n into complete obsession, whereby
action and thought are habitually and wholh' controlled.

In every phase of primitive culture the mystical potencies imputed
to natural things are held to be the chief factors of failure oi- success

in the ceaseless strife for existence. So these potencies are invoked
by fasting, propitiated by sacrifice, celebrated by feasting, and expa-
tiated and glorified by individual and collective ceremony, as well as

by the marvelously persistent tradition of prescriptorial culture. The
first effect of recurrent ceremony is to crystallize the animistic con-

cepts and concentrate the imputation of potency on the more conspic-

uous objects of current experience, and hence to lead to the deification

of strong and swift beasts, venomous serpents, rapacious birds, turbu-

lent waters, destructive volcanoes, and other impressive things: though
since the successful men and tribes give more thought to jo\"ous

glorification and less to anxious propitiation than their unsuccessful

contemporaries, the beneficent potencies tend to survive and the

maleficent mysteries tend to die out of the darksome—but ever bright-

ening—faith of primitive men. Yet throughout the whole domain of

lowh- culture the mystical potencies are dominant factors of thought.

In all aspects of primitive faith the controlling mysteries are con-

ceived as associated with symbolic objects and actions; and by reason

of this notion both mysteries and symbols are zealously enshrouded in

ever deeper mysticism. So, fetishism and shamanism grow apace;

not only ceremonial objects, but places and persons and forms of utter-
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ance become secret or sacred, as when the plaza is forbidden to all save

priests, and when the Word is deemed a symbol of the Life of the

speaker. So, too, esoteric observances, impressive insigniii. and
imposinii" formalities are established, and systems of rank or caste

grow up as tangible expressions of thi; intangible structures of control-

ling subjectivity. Cunudatively strengthened by reaction of symool
on mystery and of mystery again on symbol, the pi^rvading mysticism

is exalted above all otluu- moti\es in primitive; thought; and the artis-

tic concepts, the industrial devices, the social relations, and the themes
and forms of speech all pass under the control of th(> unreal potencies

wiiich shadow the primitive thinker.

Throughout primitive culture invocation habitually carries a reverse

of incantation, so that the normal course of fiducial development is

attended by persistent magic, sortilege, thaumaturgy; while in the

higher stages necromancy and soothsaying, spell-^ and enchantments,
conjury and (exorcism, oracles and ordeals, and divination by lot or

chance Ijecome characteristic. In the higher strata, tot), expressions

sup})lement or supjdant the objective .symbols of lower plane, and the

jargon of jugglers and the farrago of fakii's take the place of fetiches

and idols; and it is particularly signilicant that woi'ds and \'erbal for-

mulas coiiie to be regarded as superpotent expressions of mystical

pow(>r, and that even the letters of early times were credited with
creative powers in ])ractical cabala. Some .savage tribes regard their

language as sacred, some have hieratic languages, and among all known
tribes personal names are considered magical or tabu in one way or

another; whil(> just within the lower strata of scriptorial sculpture (as

illustrated by the Arabs and Hindoos and other Kurasians of a few
centuries ago, and attested ])y litci'ary and linguistic and olijective

vestiges), shibboleths and numerical fornudas become rife, and the

inscribed talisman and abracadabra and mystical number, and e\en-

tually the magic square, form favorite symbols of occult j)ower.

The gi'owth of writing and tht> attendant dcH-idence of tradition

sounded the knell of primitive mysticism: for one of the leading

functions of lowly faith in the actual economy of thought was the

maintenance of long sei'ies of mnemonic associations, and when this

function was assumed (and better performed) by mechanical devices

the strongest sujjport of the crude philosophy f(>ll away. Yet the

mode of thought crystallized by uncounted generations of habit was
too firmly fixed for easy di'opping, and innumerable vestiges in the

line of Aryan culture, as well as the i>xamples afl'orded by other

lines, demonslrate the potency of primeval mysticism and the tenac-

ity of its hold on the human mind even beyond the verge of modern
enlightenment.

Eyo'iMm of prhnitive thovght—All primitive men are egoists.

Knowing little of the external world, ti'ibesmen erect themselves or
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their groups into centers about which all other things revoh-e accord-

ing to the caprice of their all-potent ni3-steries; they act and think in

terras of a dominant personality, always reducible to the Ego, and an
Ego drawn so large as to stand for person, place, time, mode of action,

and perhaps for raison d'etre—it is Self, Here, Now, Thus, and
Because. Science shows that the solar system hurtles through space,

presumably about an unknown center; it showed before that the sun
is the center of our system; ]>ut the heliocentric system was expanded
out of an antecedent geocentric system, itself the offspring of a demo-
centric sj^stem, which sprang from an earlier ethnocentric sj'stem born
of the primeval egocentric cosmos of inchoate thinking. In higher
culture the recognized cosmos lies in the background of thought, at

least among the great majority, but in primitive culture the egocen-
tric and ethnocentric views are ever-present and always-dominant
factors of both mentation and action.

The prominence of self-centred thinking in lowly life is exemplified

by kinshii? organization, the universal basis of primitive society. In
the lowest of the great culture stages, the recognized kinship is

maternal, and in the next higher (but still prescriptorial) stage it is

nominallj' paternal, though increasingh' modified b}' adoption and
other conventional devices; yet the organization is maintained by
bonds and interrelations which can not better be illustrated than by
analogy with the planetary assemblage: Eac'h individual rotates inde-

pendentl}', ma}" be attended by satellites, and revolves primaril}' about
the head of the family j-et ultimatel}' about the patriarch of the group,
and each exerts a definite attractional influence (albeit proportional to

individuality— or perhaps intellectuality—rather than mass) on all his

associates. The relative social positions are expressed and kept in

mind by habitual conduct and form of speech; each member of a fam-
ily, each family of a clan, and each clan of a tribe has a fixed plnce in

the group to which ho or she is kept by thon's own memory and con-

sti'ained by the consensus of associates; and among most primitive

peoples no individual can speak to or of a companion without refer-

ence to the currently accepted view of his circumscribed cosmos—

a

man can not say "brother," but must say "my elder brother," or use
some other term implying the I'elative position of several individuals

to himself, and among each other as reckoned through himself; and in

many tribes the terms of relationship used by women ditier from those

employed by men.
The ever-present view of a self-centered cosmos finds ex^^ression

throughout primitive language, as well as in the lowly faith with
which it is bound up and in the social organization by which it is

maintained. Primitive speech is essentially associative, abounding in

numbers and genders, persons and cases, moods and tenses, in a complex
structure reflecting the egocentric habit of thought. This structure
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is cry.still lizod in a ohar:u'teri.stic:illy iuid often chaotk'ally flaljorate

graniinai'. well .suited to tiie forimilation and utterance of a limited

num1)er of id(>as representing a few main classes (or lines) of thought,

and well adapted to maintaining the a.ssociative thought habiti so that

primitive languages are e.s.sentially structural or morphologic, only

incidentally icxic With the iiudti})lication of id(>as accompanying
cultural advance, the bonds of linguistic asso('iation break under their

own weight, and discrete voca})Ies multiply at the expense of unwield}^

collocations; and with the attainment of writing, the function of lin-

guistic as.sociation largely disai)i)ears. and speech becomes essentially

lexic, only incidentally morphologic.

Concordantly with self-centered language, primitive arts and indus-

tries arc con.s])icuously egoistic. The mo.st strikingly inchoate e.sthetic

thus far criticallj' studied is the totemic face-paint borne by the ma-
trons of clans, apparently as beacon-signals analogous to the face-marks

of various animals,' while the tattoo-marks denoting marriage among
the women of many Amerind tribes are clear vestiges of the more
primitive beacons; and the autobiographic winter count of the warrior

and the closely related calendar of the shaman are commoidy egocen-

tric, never more than ethnocentric—for if the motives of the primitive

scril)e ])erchance transcend self, they never outpass the clan or tribe,

or at most the confederac^y. Similarly the industrial devices of early

culture are held to absorb and retain a part of the personality of, and
indeed to become subjective appendages to, their makers and users;

while in advancing culture the subjective personality of the device

pas.ses over into the industries in such wise as to engender guilds and
crafts, and ultimately to gi-ow into the ''art and mystery" of conven-

tional apprenticeship.

Concordantly, too, egocentric thought finds expression in primitive

belief; for the individual long retains his personal tutelary or feti.sh,

endowing it with characters revealing his own sul)jecli\ity; and it is

with exceeding slowness that he rises first to the recognition of famih^

fetishes and clan totems, and eventually to the inheritance, or jx'ihaps

as among the Kwakiutl Indians to the conjugal accjuisition, of those

symbols of potency, and much later that he rises to that re('ognition

of alien tutelaries which expands with piratical and amiiaf>l<- ..(Miiitu-

ration, and ends in pantheism.

So in every line of human activity self-ccnteicil tiiinking is ciys-

tallized by custom, and the thought and custom interact with cumu-
lative effect in dominating the primitive mind well into the uj)per

.strata of prescriptorial life. The persistence -if tiic cumulative effect

is clearly indicated by numberless vestiges of egocentric cosmology
clinging often to the higher phases of Aryan culture.

'Cf.TlicSeri Indians: Suventcenlli Aminul Itcportof the Bureuu of American Ethnology. 1898, parti,

p. 168.
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In short, it can not bo too often stated or too strongly emphasized

that primitive thought is unlike the finer product of contemporary
intellectuality. While the diU'erences are many, the most conspicuous

are those connected with the pervading mysticism and i:)revailing

egoism of pi'imitive thinkers, both magnitied in their intiuenco Ijy tiie

fewness of concurrent intellectual stimuli and motives; so that pre-

scriptorial culture may justly be regarded as the outgrowth and out-

showing of that mysticism-egoism which arose early in the unwritten

past, which began to decline with the birth of writing, but wliich still

retains some hold on the minds of men.

PRmiTIVE COUNTING AND NUMBER SYSTEMS

NUMKEATION

Simple counting is an accomplishment common to men and manj'

lower animals. The special appreciation of numbers sometimes dis-

plaj-ed by horses, dogs, and pigs may l)e due to human association,

while the geometric sense of the bee may be considered mechanical

merely; yet the well-known ability of the crow to count (or at least

to discriminate units) up to six or seven, the similar faculty of the

fox, and the habits of wasps in providing tixed numl)ers of spiders for

their unborn progeny, as well as various other examples, demonstrate
a native capacitj' for numei'ical concepts on the part of l)irds and
mammals and insects.

Apparently similar is the numerical capacity of various lowly tril)es

of different continents: Numerous Australian tribes ai'c described as

counting laboriously up to two, three, four, or six, sometimes douli-

ling two to make four or three to make six, and in other wa^'s reveal-

ing a quasi-binary system; though both C'urr and Conant opine that

'•no Australian in his wild state could ever count intelligently to

seven.'" Certain Brazilian tribes are also descrilied as counting only

to two, three, or four, usually with an additional term for many;
while the Tasmanians coimted commonly to two and sometimes to four,

and were able to reach five by the addition of one to the limital

number."
The analogy between the counting of the tribesmen and that of the

animals is not so close as the bare records suggest, since the descrip-

tions of the tribal reckoning relate to systems of vocal numeration
rather than to actual al)ility in discrimination and enumeration: more-
over, most of the tribesmen reveal the germ of notation in the use of

sticks, notches, knotted cords, and the like to make tangil)le the

numerical values—something which lower animals never do so far as

is known. Actually the savages, even those of lowliest culture,

1 The Number Concept, by L. L. Conant, 18%. p. '.'T; Tlie .itistralian Race, by E. M. Curr, 1886, vol. i.

p. 32.

2The Aborigines of Tasmaniii. by H. Ling Koth, ls9U, p. 147.

19 ETH, FT 1' 18
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hiihitually think minioru-ally up to or above three, as is shown t)V the

plurality <>f plurals and by other features of their speech: and the

uieauvrncss of their numeration no more negates numerical capacity

than does the absence of such systems amono- counting crows and foxes

and wasps. Nevertheless, the comparison is instructive. In the first

place, it indicates roughly corresponding ability to count on the part

of higher animals and lower men; it also defines the origin of vocal

numei'ation at the bottom of the scale of human development: and it

is especially significant in demonstrating that neither the animals nor

the men (1) either cognize quinary and decimal systems, oi' (2) use

their own external organs (toes, fingers, etc.) as mechanical adjuncts

to nascent notation—unless the binary numeration of certain Austra-

lian tril)cs is really bimamial, as AV. E. Roth imi)]ies.' Many primi-

tive peoples (^ount by fingers and hands, sometimes with the addition

of toes and feet, and thereby fix ([uinary, decimal, and vigesimal sys-

tems: ))ut the l)urden of the evidence derived from animal counting
and from the numeration of lower savager}' seems to demonstrate that

these systems are far from primeval.

Sim])le munber systems of m_yst',cal or symbolic character abound
among the l)etter-studied tribes of middle-primitive culture, including

the aborigines of North America. The most widesj)read of the mys-
tical numbiM's is foui'. It finds exj)ression in Cults of the Quarters in

North America. South America, Asia, and Africa, and is suggested by
certain customs in Australia;" it is crystallized in the swastika or fylfot

and other cruciform sym))ols on every continent, save perhaps Australia;

and it is established and ])erpetuated by associations with colors, with

social organization, and with various customs among numerous tribes.

In much of j)i-imitive culture the hold of the (juatern concept is so strong

as to dominate thought and action —so strcmg as to seem wholly inex-

plica))le save thi'ough the interwoven mysticism and egoism of the

lowly mind. The devotee of the Cult of the Quarters is unable to

think (ir speak without habitual reference to the cardinal points; and
when the (juadi-ature is extended from space to time, as among the

I'apago Indians, the concept is so strong as to enthrall thought and
enchain action beyond all realistic motives. To most of the devotees

of the (|uatern concept—foi'ming probably the majoritj* of the middle
primitive tribes of the earth—the mystical numlier four is sacred,

perfect, and all-potent, of a perfection and potency far exceeding that

of six to the Pythagoreans and of the hexagram to Paracelsus and his

disci])les; they are unconscious or only vaguely conscious of any other

nuTuerical concept; and many investigators fail to discover the reverse

of the (|uartered shield and so trace the mystical figure to the sulicon-

scious .self which it inxaiiiibly reflects. Yet can'ful ini|uiry shows

' KthnoloKiciil Sliulit.'.'. ainoii); the Xiirlli-Wi'sl-Cfmral Qiiuciisland Alwrigines, Is'JT, j..

= Cnrr, The Austmlittti Race. vol. i, pp. 331), 3-10.
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that the cardinal points are never conceived apart from the e^o in the

center: that the .subjectively pi'epotent part of the swastika is the inter-

section or common oi'igin of the ai-ms; that the four colors of bright-

ening sunrise and boreal cold and blushing- sunset and zephyr-borne

warmth must have a complementary all-color in the middle; that the

four winds are balanced against some mythic storm king (able to par-

alyze their powers in response to suitable sacrament) in or near the

middle of the woi"ld; that the sk^- falls off in all directions from above
the central home of the real men; that the four termini of Papago
time relate to the end of the period conceived always with respect

to the beginning; that the four worlds of widespread Amerindian
mythology comprise two above and two below the fate-shadowed one
on which the shamans have their half-apperceivod existence; that the

four phratries or societies are arranged about the real tribal center;

and that in all cases the exoterically mystical number carries an esoteric

complement in the form of a simple unity reflecting the egoistic per-

sonality or subjectivity of the thinker. It is easier to represent the

quatern concept graphically than verbally—indeed it has Ijeen repre-

sented graphically l)v unnumbered thousands of primitive thinkers in

the cruciform .symbols dotting the whole of human history and dif-

fused in nearly every human province, or in the form of the equally

widespread but less conspicuous quincunx.

The exoterically cjuatern and esoterically quincuncial concept appears

to mark a fairly delinite phase of human development; a somewhat
higher stage is uiarked by the use of six as a mystical or sacred num-
ber. In this stage the mythology remains a Cult of the Quarters,

though the cardinal points are augmented by the addition of zenith and
nadir, while a third upperworld and a third underworld may be added
to the tribal cosmology. The ramitications of the concept are .still

more extended than those of the quatern idea, and lead to even more
patent incongruities—particularly when the attempt is made to graph-
ically depict the essentially tridimensional concept on a plane. Now
the senary concept, like its simpler analogue, is always incomplete in

itself: the six cardinal points must be reckoned from a common
center, the three underworlds and the three upperworlds are reckoned
from the middle world of actuality, and the six colors (for example,
of corn, as among the Zuiii. according to Cushing and others) are habit-

ually supplemented by a central all-color; so that, in this ca.se, as in

that of the quasi-quaternary system, the exoterically perfect number
is esoterically perfected through the unit}- of subjective personalit}-,

i. e., the ever-present ego.' It is signiiicant that the six-cult is much

' The perfecting of tlie mystical numbers four and .six by the addition of unity has been recognized
by many investigators, notably by Powell (On Regimentjition, in the Fifteenth ,\nnual Report of the
Bureau of Ethnology, 1893-94, 1897, p. cxvil and elsewhere) , Morris (Relation of the Pentagonal Dodeca-
hedron . . . to Shamanism: Proceedings of the .\merican Philosophical Society, vol. XXXVI, 1897,

pp. 179-183), and Cushing (ibid., p. 183 and elsewhere).
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loss extensively distrilmtod throujifh history und tliroufjhout tlic world

than the four-cult. thou<jh it may be traced in dilicrent continents; and
it is peculiarly nieanin<iful in establishinif that marvelous prepotency of

the number cult which, among' many tribes, carried the nascent numeral
sj'stem past the point at which nature strove, throujifh the ol)\ious

organic structure of the hand and through simple algorithmic order,

to implant the quinary system. Indeed, if further evidence thiin that of

bestial and savage counting were required to show that finger numera-
tion and the cjuinary system were not primeval, it would be aliorded

by the development of the senary-septenary system in so many lands.

The quaternary and senary cults illumine the ])inarv systems pre-

vailing among tribes still lower in the scale of intellectual development.

Especially helpful is the light on the Australian aborigines, who are

found thereby to exemplify what might be called a Cult of the Halves;

for they are controlled ]>y a l)inary concejjt of things expi'essed not

only by their numeration. Viut even more clearly by their social and
fiducial systems, which, in turn, shape their everyday conduct and
speech. ''The fundamental feature in the organization of the central

Australian, as in that of other Australian tribes, is the division of the

tribe into two exogamous intermarrying groups," say Spencer and
Gillen;' and all other students of native Australian society have either

been overwhelmed by an apparently irresolvable neliula of overlapping

classes and subclasses and superclasses, or have been led to a related

conclusion. Indeed the Gordian knot of entangled relationships con-

stituting Australian society is easily cut liy the student who places

himself in the position of an individual blackfellow, and projects from
self dichotomous class-lines occasionally uniting and bifurcating in

other individuals, after the manner of the dichotomous lines of Aris-

totelian classification and the Tree of Porphyry: for the social classes,

and the conduct involved in their maintenance, are fixed by a bifurcate

series of ordinances, ostensibly descended from the mystical olden time,

and put in the form of tabus and ecjually mystical mandates by the

shamans. In like mannc^r the obscure pantheon of the Australians

seems to be arranged in nearly synnnetric pairs; and even the indi-

vidual shade (or mystical double of the person) is conceived as bipartite,

as among the Arunta, who designate the ghostiv attendants Iruntarinia

and Ai'umtiaringa. respectively."

Although typically developed among the Austi'alian al)<)rigines, the

binary philosophy is by no means confined to the Austral continent

and primeval culture; it existed among tiie Tasmanians, it reappi-ars in

Africa, persists in China and Mongolia, and may clearly l)e traced in

America, e. g., in the "sides" forming the primary basis of society

ill the Seneca and other Amerind tribes; while no fiducial system is

' Till' Native Tribes of Cenlrul .Vuslraliii, by Diildwiu Spencer and F. J. Gillen, 1899, i>. 55.

3 Op. cit., p. 613.
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wholly free from the persistent dualism sprino-ing from binury inter-

pretations of nature. Yet the mystical Two is no more complete in

itself than the mystical Four and Six of higher culture; the primary
classes or "sides" ai'e perfected in the tri})e both in Australia and in

America, the Iruntarinia and Arumbaringa are conjoined in and non-

existent apart from the personality they are held to shadow, and the

mandates and prohil>itions of Australian (and indeed of most other)

laws are perfected in permissive, or normal, conduct; in Australia

indeed the central factor is so well developed that Lumholtz was led

to note a ternary concept as expressing a definite "idea of the Trin-

it}'" among the southeastern tribes;' so that the exoterically binary

system of thought is esoterically. or in subconscious fact, ternary.

The dichotomous fiducial and social structure clarifies the Australian

numeral system. The abundant numerations recorded by Curr and
others strongly suggest the simple binary sj'stem traced by Conant.

A common form is goona. hurhioJa. h<irh)oIa-goima, harhiol.u-harh/dJa

(1, 2. '2-1. '2-2) sometimes followed In' "many" or "plenty" and more
rarely by harTcoola-})arhoola-y(xma (2-2-1), though usually the table does

not go beyond the fourth term, which may itself be replaced b_v

"many." Now, examination of the numerous records shows (1) that

none of the terms correspond with fingers; (2) that a verj- few of the

terms correspond with the word for hand, such terms being three,

four, one, and two in (appro.ximate) order of frequeue}'; (3) that a

somewhat larger number of terms, chieflj' three, one, and two. cor-

respond with the words for man; (i) that a considerable num1)er of

threes and ones, with a few fours and twos, suggest affinities with

obscure roots used chiefly in terms for man, tribe, wild dog, I, ves,

etc.; and (h) that there is a strong tendency to limit the formal numer-
ation to three. It is particularly- noticeable, too, that certain per-

sistent numlier-terms are used sometimes for two and sometimes for

three among numerous slightly related tribes—i. e., the term is more
definitely crystallized than the concept, which oscillates indiscrimi-

nately between two and three, betrajing a confusion impossible to

arithmetic thought. Similarly the Tasmanian numerations are binary,

and without reference to finger or hand, though five sometimes appears
to connote man. These features clearly indicate that the Australa-

sians do not count on their fingers, and are without realistic notion

as to the number of fingers—indeed the Pitta-Pitta of Queensland
are able to count their fingers and toes only by the aid of marks in the

sand.- while the abundant Australian pictogi'aphs reveal ha1>itual

uncertainty as to the number of fingers in the human hand (save where
the picture is developed fi-om a direct impression).

Suggestiveh- analogous in form and meaning are certain South

1 Among Cannibals, 1889. p. 129.

2 Ethnological Studies, by Walter E. Roth, p. 26.
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Aniorican mimber-.sy.steni.s

—

e.g., that of the Toha. whose ordinary
niiiiioratioii ends with six (the term meanini;- also " many" or "plenty'''),

thouji'li Bi'u'eena has ti'aced it to ten. Th(> terms are somewhat vari-

able, and of siu'h form as to imply actual or vestigial eonnotive char-

acter; as recoi'ded by Quevedo' they arc mifhcdac, cacai/ni or nivoca,

cacuynUia^ nahdajJec/at^ nivoca caaatniUa (2-)- 8), cacayni cacaynilia

(2 X 8), nathedac cacayni cacaynilia (l-|-2 X 3), nivoca nalotapegat (2 X 4),

niroca lutlotapegat nntlwdac (2X4+1), cacayni nivoca nalotapegat

(•2X4H-2). Now, it is noteworthy (1) that none of the terms connotes

finger, hand, or man; (2) that there are alternative terms for two in

both simple and composite uses; (,3) that two is the most prominent
factor in the composite part of the series; (4) that one of the terms
for two and the term for three are closely' similar, and distinguished

only l)y inflection; (5) that the term for four apparently connotes
equality (iialotutli = M\i\ii\) and declaration {na,-jMga = t\w\ say; -wna-

pega=l .say, etc.); and (t!) that the sy.stem is definitively not (juinary or

decimal. There are suggestions, both in the combinations and connota-

tions of the terms, of two threes of ill-detined immeric character,

corresponding respectively to the numerit; two and three; and that

four is an essentially mechanical square. There are also many indica-

tions that tile system is inchoate so far as the strictly numerical aspect

is concerned.

In the dearth of knowledge concerning the original or collateral

meanings of the Australian and South American numl)er-terms, it is

difticult to fornudate the fundamental concept or to give it graphic

expression: but a suggestion of great inhei-ent interest is found in the

Shahuptian numeration, in which, according to Hewitt, the first two
integer-terms are denotive or arbitrary merely, wliilc the term for

three means Middle or Middle one—not middle fingiM- or middle of

the hand, but aj)pai'ently a general (or semi-al)stract) Middle like that

of the Zufii ritual; and the suggestion is enforced b}' corresponding
expressions in Serian. Ii'oquoian, and some other Amerindian tongues.

The Zufii expi'cssion foi' the middle linger, as rendered by C'ushing, is

particularly suggestive, viz, *' Counter-equally-itself-which-does'';^

and the persistent tendency to double as well as to divide is illustnited

by the Ilai-it terms (incorporated by Dr Thomas, postea. p. .sTl) for

two, four, and eight, viz, poi, isoo'-i./t\ and jjen'-fsoo-ii- (2X4). and still

more <'learly ])y the absence of the numeral nine—indeed this brief

vocabulary displays a curious combination of the binary and (luinarv

svstems.

In file light of these anal()gi(\>^ the .\ustraliaii thought-mode, witii its

nuniei'ical and social and fi(lu<Mal cxjircssions, and measurably also that

> Arte 'If 111 Lengiiii Toba, i>or cl Pndro Ali>ii~.. l;..i, . ]ia • • * con Vm-ftbulBrlos * '

Saninol a. Lafoiie Qiievorln. Hililicitura l.iiigrtilsti™ del Miiseo do la Plata, vol. II. 1898, p. i\.

-Manual Concepts, Am. Anthropologist, vol. v. 1S92. p. 2113.
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of the Toha iiiid perliiips other Sontli American ti'ihes, iissuine definite

and hannoniou.s :rihape in a binary-ternary system, in whieh things are

conceived in pairs related subconsciously to an initial or central inter-

pretative nucleus—that is. to the dominating Ego of primitive ideation.

The three number-systems pertaining to prescriptorial culture are

essentially distinct from modern Aryan numeration, and indeed from

the whole of Arabic algorithm and arithmetic, in motive as well as in

mechanism. Primarily, they are devices for divination or for con-

necting the real world with the supernal, and it is only later or in minor

way that they are prostituted to practical uses; yet t)y reason of the

magical potency imputed to them they dominate thought and action

in the culture-stages to which they belong and profoundly aiiect the

coui-se of intellectual development—indeed, likeother figments (or pure

abstractions, dissevered from the actualities of nature), their office is

first to stimulate and later to enchain mentation.

In mechanism the three systems correspond substantially, even if

they are not actually correlative, for each rests on an exoteric base in

the form of a small even number, and each is really controlled and per-

fected by a half-apperceived unity, itself the reflection of the Ego,

whereby the base is raised esoterically to the next higher odd nundier.

The systems difl'er only in the value of the exoteric base, which is

a measure of the intellectual capacity normal to the culture-stage to

which it pertains. The two higher systems have graphic equivalents

which shape and intensify their mystical potency (for the mechanical

conditions attending graphic representation always interact with pri-

mary concepts in primitive thought); but the lowest and presumptively

primeval system is without known graphic symbol.

Notation and Augmentation

Resting as they do on inconstant and largely subjective bases, and per

taining as they do to prescriptorial culture (or at the })est to inchoate

ideographic representation), the primitive number systems are not

susceptible of algorithmic notation. Concordantly they are insuscep-

tible of treatment by the methods of rational arithmetic: though the

two higher systems (and probably the lowest also) lend themselves to

combinations made in accordance with a method or law which may
be styled awjmentatijin—a process tending to perpetuate itself, and,

while neither addition nor multiplication, tending to generate ))oth.

This curious law of augmentation is of much significance; in the first

place, it represents a process apparently lost (along with the ol)serva-

tional basis of arithmetic) from the recorded history of mathematics;

and, in the second place, it seems to explain the interrelations and evo-

lution of the magical number-systems; again, it would seem to con-

stitute the germ of the fundamental arithmetic processes, and hence

to explain the transition from magical to rational numbers; and finally
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it is of IK) small iiitort'st as a souiro of those vostiyial features of

aliiiaeabala still |)ersistiiii.' in Aryan culture, still eroj)[)iiig- out in

"lueky iiUMihers" and in (itlicr fantastic foi'Mis.

'I'he auii'Mientation of the widely ditluscil ijuaternary-(|uinai-v system

is made clear by aid of its mechanical symtiolism, which coaibined

with the eijoistie concept to shape the system. The conniionest (and

nearly world wide) symbol is the cruciform tii^ui'e "-p. or tlic(juincuiix.

Now. mati'nification of the peri])heral powers or objects is

readily autl intuitively represented by adding a line or dot to each of

the four extremities of the symbol, whereby it is converted into the

simple swastika in its pre\ailini;- forms. ^, or ^ Actually the figure

is sometimes developed (as among some Pueblo peoj)les, accoi'ding

to Gushing) by laying down four billets or arrows radiating from a

fetishistic Middle toward the east, north, west, and south, and then

adding, as the ritual proceeds, shorter transverse sticks touching the

extremities of the four cardinal billets, the whole being done in such

a manner as to harmonize ritual and symbol, and impress the former

by the objective representation in the latter. In anj' ease, the symbol
is raised from its original value of 4+1 to 8+1; and the graphic rep-

resentation accords with the shadow}' concept lying behind the luimber
sj'Stem in which the mystical Middle is persistent, and can 1k' counted

bvit once howsoever the value be augmented. Similarly the periph-

eral potencies may be multiplied h\ the addition of dots, as in a connnon

form of the swastika noted by Wilson, rp or .rP.' or by the develop-

ment of the "meander," q|£, which thus represent, respectively, 12+1,
20+1, and 20+1; and the augmcMitation may proceed indefinitely, b}'

either mechanical or mental addition, tliough always in accordance

with the primary principle that the Middle is reckoned but once.

The mechanical conditions accompanying the develo])ment of the

figure tend to maintain its synuuetry. i. e.. the supplcm(>ntary trans-

verse billets, or sticks, are naturalh' .so laid as to form counterparts in

relation to the j^rimary bill(>ts and to the center; but, as jwinted out

by Wilson (after Max Miilici- and Hurnouf), the additional billets com-
pleting the swastika propei- may be turned either to right or to left, i. e.,

the develo])meiit of the tigure may be either clockwis(> or counter-

clockwise. Tlie (|uestion has even b(>en raised whether distinct names
should be applied to the alterniitive forms; l)ut in view of the fact that

the habitual motions of primitive })eo))les ai-c i)redominantly centrip-

etal, or toward the body, while the (jredominant motions of advanced
peoples are centrifugal, it seems safe to infer that the clockwise swas-

tika i-ey)resents tlie higher cultural plane (just as writing toward the

right represents a higher phuu' than the ari'haic mode of wi'iling

' The Swiistikn. Report of the United States National Museum for ISSH. p. 767.
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toward the left), and accordini;-ly that this foi-m would be normal if

the form itself wi>re normal to advaiieed eulture; but that since the

s_vml)ol pertains in all essential respects to the lowly culture chai'ae-

terized In* centripetal hand-movement, the counter-clockwise form
would seem to he more properh' considered the normal one—and it is

drawn herein.

While th(> concept of the senary-septenary system is much more
complex than that of the (|uaternary-(juinary system, the law of aui>-

mentation is similar; and it is significant that the similarity accom-
panies (and presumptively results from) analogous efforts at graphic

representation. Commonly the concept is directional, as in that form
of the Cult of the Quarters in which zenith and nadir are I'eckoned as

cardinal points; and the mechanical syml)ol is complicated, and event-

ually modified, through the difliculty of depicting tridimensional illa-

tions on the tiidimensional surface. Among the pueblo peoples this

difficulty is overcome by bisecting two of the quadrants in a simple

cruciform symbol in such manner as to produce the asymmetric figure

•^j^; but the ever-acting mechanical tendency operates to produce the

regular figure y^ as the applications of the systems are extended. In

either case, augmentation is effected by doubling or further increas-

ing the peripheral extremities in such manner as to produce simple

hexagi-ams, at first irregular, ?^, and eventually regular, ^^. or^^.

The value of succe.ssive augmentations is expressed by the figures

6+1, 12+1, lS+1, etc., i. e., by successive additions (mechanical or

mental) to a once-reckoned Middle.

Now, comparison of these two number systems, especially as

illumined by the Pueblo method of depicting the fifth and sixth direc-

tions, indicates that the higher is produced from the lower simply l)y

the superposition of a l)inarv .system on the quaternary system; and
the inference, coupled with the patent fact that the higher base is the

measure of increased intellectual capacity, seems to define the course

of development of both systems. True, it is diflicult for the arith-

metical thinker to see how the mathematical pioneer missed the now-
plain road from the indefinite quaternary -quinary notion to the defi-

nite quinary concept; but the fact cau not be gainsaid that the road

vxif) missed by many ijrimiti\e tribes of especially m3'stical cast of

mind, and that it was found and followed only by the ancestoi's of

the practical Arabs with their decimal system, the barefoot Mexicans
with their vigesimal system, and a few other peoples of exceptionally

vigorous mind. The failure to find so plain a waj' may be ascribed

largelv to the complete domination of primitive thought by mystical

concepts; and it would seem to repeat the demonstration by other

facts that thi'oughout nmch of prescriptorial culture little if any use
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was iiiadp of imturo's ahiiciis, the cvor present hiiinaii hand— for a

habit of tinjrer-eountin^ could hardly fail to fix the (luiiiarv system in

the minds of. counters able to grasp so high a nunibei' as Hvc without

aid of extraneous synitiols.

The growth of the senary -septenary systi'iii out of the quaternary-

quinary arrangement forcibly suggests the genesis of the latter: for

just as the hexagram of the higher system represents the swastika of

the lower system plus a trigram of the binary -ternary system super-

posed by almacabalic augmentation, so the swastika itself merely
represents two suj)er])osed trigrams. This view of the growth of the

three systems in the order of passage from the simi)le to the complex
is supported by all that is known of the relative intellectual capacity

of their users: and it would seem to be established by the occasional

advances from the binary-ternary system to the (iuaternary-(iuinary

plane bj' some of the Australian luimerations, as well as In* various

vestiges of the binary-ternary system along various culture lines,

notaV)ly the Mongolian and Aryan.
The presumptively primeval system apparently arose spontaneously

(perhaps along lines noted later) and became fixed through habitual

mental ctiort shaped less by purpose-wrought symbols than \>y per-

sonal or subjective associations. Analogy with the higher systems

would indicate that the number-concept outlin(>(l vaguely through the

dull mentation of the Australian blackfellows might be symbolized

by any regular trigram uniting the perceived i)air of objects and the

unapperceived Ego, i. e., connecting the objective inq)ression with its

subjective reflex; but the inequality of all social pairs in the tribal

organization, the ever-varying relative potencies of the good and cn il

mysteries, the unequal larik of the two ghostly Doppel-ichcn, and
divers other indications, would suggi^st that a blotter figure for the

concept would be an irregular ti'igram. Yet howsoever the system
be represented grai)hically by the student (for a])])arently the black-

fellow had no notion of notation), the law of augment^ition conmion to

the two higher sj^stems prevailed, as is shown both bv certain of th(>

Australian number-t<>rms and by the JMongoliiui vestiges—i. e., the

augmentation proceeded by successive additions to a once-reckoned

middle, yielding the values 2+1, -i+1. <'>+l.

It is (juestionable wh(>thcr any eidightened student will ever enter

sufliciently into the presi'i'iptorial thought represented l)y any consid-

erable mnnl)er of distinct primitive peoples to grasp and record all

the stafJ'es and substages in the growth of mimber systems: yet the

records already extant would seem to indicate the lines of growth in

fairly adequate fashion. The records arc consistent in indicating that

primitive peoples used int(>gr:il iuuiib(M's rather as symbols of extra-

natural potiMU'ies than as tokens foi- natural \alues; that they com-

bined the symbols through mechanical dcvici^s by aid of a simple rule
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tending- to dovelop into algorithmic processes; and that the mechanical
arrangements emplo^'ed to represent the nunierical coml)inations

tended to develop into geometric forms and symbols—the several proc-

esses being characterized by the method of reckoning from an ill-

defined unitj' counted but once in each combination.

GERMS OF THE NUMBER-CONCEPT

The course of intellectual development defined by the three pre-

scriptorial number-systems (2-3, 4-5, 6-7) naturally leads interest

toward the inception of the number idea among lower men—some-
thing which must always remain obscure, save as illumined b^- analo-

gies with lowest men and higher animals. Now, the more intelligent

feral animals and the lowest known savages are fairlj' comparable in

their capacity for counting; they are also alike in another respect of

such consequence as to shape the character of both—their lives (as

Ernest Seton-Thompson so well shows for the animals) are lived in the

shadow of tragedies unto often early and always tragic death. This
great fact of inevitable tragedy overlays all other facts woven in the

web of nascent mind; the most firmly fixed habit of lowly life is that

of eternal vigilance; the everpresent thought is that of ever-present

danger; the dominant motive is that of mortal fear.

No line of intellectual development can be fairly traced without full

recognition of the ceaseless terrors of feral life; and the primeval
interpretations of environment In- animals and men alike manifestly

reflect their tragic experiences: The feai'-born cunning of the fox
engenders that care for a way of escape without which he ventures on
no advance; his every intuition is molded bv living realization of a

two-side universe—the danger side in van, the safetj' side in rear—
with self as the all-important center; and only religious adherence to

experience-shaped instincts enables him to survive and permits his

tribe to increase. The sagacious crow, even in semidomestication,

constantly betrays his notion of a two-.side cosmos in frequent back-

ward glances as he surveys the novel or forbidden field in front; and
he is an arrant mystic, crazed with abject terror by night, replete with

flippant joy by daj% and given to the formless fetishism of hoarding-

uncanny things in well-hidden shrines.^ In like manner nearlj' all

animals, from the fiercest carnivores to the timidest herbivores, mani-
fest constant realization of three overshadowing- factors in nature as

they know it—factors expressed by Danger, Safet3% Self. i. e., l)y

Death and Life to Self, or in general terms, the evil of the largely

unknown and the good of the fully known coordinated in the vaguely
defined subject of the badness and the goodness; and the chief social

activities of animal mates and parents are exercised in gathering their

•Wild Animals I hjive Known, by Ernest Seton-Thompson, 1S98, pp. T2. 83.
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kind into th(> l)ri<;lit ncss of tlio known, sind cdiiciitino' their native

dread of all oiitci' darknt'ss. So. too. tli(> moic timid tribesmen of dif-

ferent eoiitineiits betray, in conduct and sjx'cch. a dominant intuition

of a te'-rible rnknown opposed throuj'ii self to a small but kindly

Known. Tiiis intuition is not boi'n of intertribal strife, since it is

strongest in those innately amicable family croups who (despite an

ini))lication of their desionation) typify lower saxag'ei-y. and since it is

slowlv modilied with the rise of self-conlidence ainoni;- vijjoi'ous and

aggressive tribes in whose minds the good grows large with the wax
of conscious power; it is UKM'ely the su))jective reflection of iniplacaltle

enviroruneiit—yet it is vaguely personified as a grisly and horrent

be-tial power. Haunting specters of death by tooth and claw, by serpent

venom and swallowed poison. l>y pitiless famine and insidious disease,

1)V wi'ackingstorm and wlielming tiood, by hydra-headed chance against

half-felt helplessness; and over against this appalling evil there

is a less coniplet(>ly pei-sonitied good reflecting the small nucleus

of confident knowledge with its far-reaching penumbra of faith.

Accordingly, the lowest men and the higher animals seem much alike

in their interpretation of nature—both rest their deepest convictions

on a two-side cosmos connected in and through a largely passive Self.

A vague yet persi.stent placement of the two ever-present sides

with respect to Self is clearly displayed in the conduct of animals and

men—the evil side is outward, the good side at the place or domicile

of the individual and especially of the group, as is shown by the homing
instinct of the wounded carnivore, by the haste of the fire-crazed horse

to meet the flames in his familiar stall, by human and eijuine nostal-

gia, and by the barl)arian longing for burial in native soil. Moreover,
both animals and men re\eal indications of instinctive placement of

the sides in the individual organism: and the indications consistently

point to persistent intuition of face and l)ack as the essential factors

of self. Yet there is a significant di\('i'sity in tlu> assignment of the

sides of the organism to the sides of the good-bad cosmos: In gi'iieral

it appears tliat among the lower and th(> more timid the back stands

for or toward the evil, the face toward the good, and that among the

higher and more aggressivi' the fac(> is set toward the danger: thus,

defenseless birds and sheep huddle with heads together, savages sleep

with heads toward the fire, and timid tribesnuMi tattoo talismans on

tlieir backs, while litters of young carnivores lii' facing in two or more
directions, self-confident cann)ers sleep with feet to the fire, and higher

soldieiT think only of facing the foe. The intei'csting and significant

growth of self-confidence need not be followed: it sutH<'es to note that

the ])rimeval conce])t of the organic ego, as revealed in tlie conduct of

animals and men. apjx-ars to be that of a face-back (and not l)ilateral)

unity, with tli<' two sides .set towai'd the two asj)ects of a cosmos con-

ceived in fear-born i)hilosophy.
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The passage of the primeval eoneept of a Face-Back Ego into that

notion of two cardinal points suggesting a Cult of the Halves is happily

represented among those Polynesian tribes who, according to Chur-

chill.' have a system of geographic coordinates dominated by two
cardinal directions, primarily seaward and landward, and secondarily

northward and southward, respectively; while the language and cus-

toms connote a corresponding pantheon, capriciously malevolent on

the sea side and steadily benevolent on the land side. This system of

orientation is especially significant as a link in the chain of conce|)tual

evolution, and equally as an ex])lanation of the pci-sistence of (juasi-

binary systems throughout Polynesia and Australasia with their siiore-

lands of antithetic potencies; and no less significant are the facts in

their liearing on the question of the habitat of primeval man. or of

the orarian prototype already inferred from other facts." Although
varying from tribe to tri))e in its relation to the meridian, this nascent

orientation is no fleeting ligment. but a deep-laid instinct so firmly

rooted as to control ever}' serious thought and direct every vital indus-

try; indeed the Samoans and related navigators have developed their

orientations into one of the most marvelous instincts in the whole

range of animal and human life, viz, a cognition of detinite alljcit invis-

ible sailing paths, whereby they are able to traverse the open Pacific,

far beyond sight of land, with a degree of safety nearly eciual to that

afforded bj' chart and compass.

The Polynesian orientation at once illumines the unformulated Cult

of the Halves, and opens the way to an explanation of the Cult of the

Quarters; for each point of the shore is necessarily defined l)y sea in

front and land in rear, and also by strands stretching toward the right

and toward the left. !Moreover,assemblages of Polynesians and Austral-

asians, like the Iroquoian trilial councils, find it convenient to arrange

themselves in coordinate groups or "sides," so placed laterally as to

face a speaker at the end of the plaza or prytaneum; and there is good
reason for opining that the collective habit was soon strengthened,

even if it was not initiated, by the slight asymmetry of the human
body whei'eby the left brain receives blood a little more directly than

the right and gives proportional excess of strength and cunning to the

right hand. The initial inequality was doubtless too slight to yield

more than barely perceptilile physiologic advantage to the dextral fore-

limb, as Brinton and Mason and others have shown; yet it may well

have sufficed to set in operation a chain of demotic interactions leading

to the survival of the right-handed and the extinction of the left-handed

1 Personal communication. While United States consul at Samoa, Mr Cliurchill collected volu-

minous linguistic and other data well worthy of publication, though not yet issued. Conformably,
Lesson and Martinet note that in Tahiti north and south are distinguished by denotive terms bear-

ing a suggestive relation to tempestuous and milder winds, while east and west are without denotive
designations, and are indicated only by descriptive phrases (Les Polynijsiens, vol. ii. ISSl, p. 31-1.)

2 The Trend of Humau Progress: American Anthropologi.st, new series, vol. i, 1S99, p. 423.
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tlirduuhoiit tlio Ciirlici' eons of huiiiiiii (Icnclopincnt. A clue to the

dciuolif process is easily t'oiind in widesprciul horror of left-haiided-

ness. especially aiiioii<>- primitive peoples; the clue l)ecoines definite in

the lieht of systematic infanticide ainon<;' many tribes, whei-ehy all

luamiei- of natal deformity is eliminated; it becomes conclusive in the

lijrht of the customs of those American tribes wiio habitually eliminate

the sinisti'al otfsprinyas monsters betoiveniiii,'' tiie wrath of the powers.

So. ai»pait'ntly initiittiMJ by slight piiysiolo«-ic dillerence and urKjues-

tionalily intensified by demotic selection, right-handedness became even
more ])i'ed()minant among jti'imitive men than among their less super-

stitious descendants; tlie dexter and dextrous hand came to be exulted

in scores of languages as •"The One Tiiat Knows How" or "'I'he Wise
()n(>." wliile the sinister liand was degraded by linguistic opprobrium
unto a symlxil of (nil and outei' darivuess. Naturally and necessarily

file l)ilaterally symmetric division of the Ego into Right and Left fell

into superposition witli the antecedent Face-Back conce))t. and pi'o-

duced a (luatern notion such as that expressed in the Cult of the Quar-
ters. Happily this transition is crystallized in the language of the

Pitta-Pitta of Queensland, which possesses directional inHections indi-

cating Fi'ont and Hack reckoned from the Ego; and it is especially

significant (in connection with the bimanual count inferred l)y W. E.

Roth) that the infiecfion for Front applies also to (rights Side.'

It is evident that the passage from the Cult of the Halves to the

Cult of the (Quarters marked a considerable intellectual advance, both

ill extension and in intension; and if is evident, too, that the transition

must have introduced novel and distinctive thought-modes, susceptilile

of growth into habits and hence of <'rvstallization into instincts. Con-
cordantiy. men in several stages of culture as well as c(>rfain higher

animals are found to display habits and instincts reflecting some such

system of coordinates as that formulated in the Cult of the Quarters.

The hal)its are es])ecially ])i'omineiit among the many ])rimiti\t' folks

who ceremoniously \(Mierate tiie cardinal p';inis, systematically orient

the d9orwa3's and other sti'uctural features of their houses, and main-

tain social relations in tei'ms of direction. The instincts arc particu-

larly conspicuous among horses and kine and swine with their

remarlvable dirccfitni-scnsc, and most notable of all in the mule with
its curiously concentrated hereditary intelligence, and the carrier-

pigeon with its carefully cultivated homing-sense. In the j)resenf

state of knowledge it would be imi)racticable to trace confidently the

entire course of develoi)ment of th(> direction-sense in animals and
men, i)ai'tly because so f(>w naturalists have sought, like Ernest Setoii-

Thompson. to interpret the iiabits and instincts of lower animals,

partly because so few aiifhroi)ologists have really entered the esoteric

life of j)rimitive peoples; yet it is e:isy to pei'ceive the general trend

I Ethnological Studies, p. 2.
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of the developmental lines from an ol)scure beginning in higher ani-

malit\- to a conspieuous culmination somewhere in that lower humanity
in which the direction-sense is fixed by generation on generation of

direction-worship. And it is not to be forgotten that the quatern con-

cept, born of unrecorded myriads of experiences and nui-tured by

unwritten eons of ceremonies, is much more than an idle fancy of kiva

and camp-fire. Intensified by the strongest motives of primitive life,

it doubtless attained maxinuun strength before writing arose to divide

its functions; yet despite the decadence of millenniums, it still surviA^es

in one. if not both, of the two sti'ongest instincts of higher humanity

—

the instinct of orientation, with the correlative instinct of right-

handedness.

On the whole, it would seem safe provisionally to trace the Itegin-

nings of the number-concept in the light of common attributes of

animals and men, and especially in the strong light afforded by the

late-studied workings of primitive minds; and when this is done, the

lines of natural development seem clearly to define a crude philosophy,

or rather a series of intuitive thought-modes, whence all almacabalic

and mathematical systems must necessarily have sprung.

MODERN VESTIGES OF ALMACABALA

The character of almacabala, and the strength of its hold on the

human mind, are illustrated l)v numl)erless vestiges, mainly mystical

numbers and cognate graphic syml)ols. The entire series of mystical

numbers may readily be ascertained by juxtaposing the three almaca-
balic number systems and the products of their augmentation under
the almacabalic rule. They are as follow (the super-mystical numbers
accentuated):

2-3—3, 5. 7. 9. etc.

4-5— 5. 9. 13. 17, 21. 25, 29, 33, 37, 41, 45, 49. 53, 57, 61, 65, 69, 73, ete.

6-7— 7. 13. 19, 25, 31, 37, 43, 49, 55, 61, 67, 73, etc.

The vestigial uses of the binar3^-ternary .system are innumerable.

Two persists as the basis of the semi-mystical Aristotelian classifica-

tion, which still exerts strong influence on Aryan thought; 2 is the

basis, also, of the largely-mystical Chinese philosophy in which the

complementary cosmologic elements, Yang and Yin, are developed
into the Book of Changes'; and it finds expression, either alone or in

its normal union, in most Aryan cults. The mystical 3 pervades nine-

tenths of modern literature and all modern folklore; it finds classic

expression in the Graces and the Fates; it is particularly strong in

Germanic and Celtic literature, cropping out in the conventional Three
Wishes and Three Tests (a survival of the ordeal), and also as a cus-

tomary charm number; and in these or related ways it persits in half

1 Chinese Philosophy, by Paul Carus, 1898, p. 3 et seq.
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the fiimilios iiiul most of tlic c-liild-<rroiips even of this country aiul of

todiiv. The conco])! survives, also, in iill niiinnoi- of trigranis

—

triangles, triskelioiis. hoarts, etc.—of mystic or syml)olic character.

'I'lic (iiiatcriiary-(|iiinary system survives conspicuously in the form

of i;rapliic devices, especially the world-wide cruciform syinl)ol. which

has taken on meanings of constantly increasing nuiiiiity and leline-

meiit with the growth of intelligence. Hardly less conspicuous are

the classic and later literary survivals in the Four P^lements -air. earth,

tire, water—of alchemistic philosophy, the Four Winds of astrology

and medieval cartography, the Four Iddhis of Ruddha. and the Four
Beastsof Kevelation. with their reflections in the ecclesiastic writing of

two milieruiiums; while the survivals in lighter lore are innumerable.

The system persists signiticaiitly also in its augmeiitals, esjiecially 9,

18, 25, 41t, and t!l. The numeiical vestiges ar(> naturally for the most

part quaternary. sinc(> the quinary aspect is merged and largely lo.st

in algorithm.

The senai'y-s(q)teiuiry .systiMU survives as the hiidge connecting

almacahala and mathematics. In the graphic form it became Pythag-
oras's hexagram of two superposed triangles, the e((ually mystical

hexagram of Brianciion, with which Paracelsus wrought his marvels,

and the subrational hexagram of Pascal, while the cuii-ent hexagram
of the Chinese is ap])ai'(Mitly a conqiosite of this and the binary as

well as algorithmic systems. In thi' numei'ical foi'm, (! and more
especially 7 play large roles in lore and in the c'lassic and sacred

lit(>rature revix'cd during the Flizabcthan period; even so recently as

the middle of the century the hold of the astrologic 7 was so

strong as to retard general acceptance of the double discovery of the

eighth planet, Neptune; and e<iually sti'ong is the hold on the average
mind of cei'tain senary-septenary augmentals. partii'ularly those coin-

ciding with the augmentals of the lowei' systems. In idealizcnl (oi-

reitied) form, the nuudx'i- 7 has exerted marvellous influence on thought

and conduct, esjx'cially in the me(lial stages of human d(>velopment;

according to Acldis. •'The common I lebi'cw word for "swear" meant
originally "to come under the influence of the iHUul)er 7""': and this

is but a tj'pical example of reverence for the magical number anu)ng
various jjeoples.

In tracing vestiges in the form of augmentals, it is clearly to be

iK)rne in mind that th(>ir significance, like that of the primary num-
bers, is my-stical rather than (luantitativo, so that certain augmental
numbei's possess gi-eater \itality than others of cori'esjionding arith-

metic gi'ade. This is especially tru(> of the almacabalic doubles, nota-

bly it as the first augmental of 5, and 13 as that of 7: for in these and
other cases the first augmental is commonly of opposite sign, in alma-

cal)alic sense, from its Ijasis—thus. .") and 7 are beneficent or "luikv,""

' The Documents of the Hcxateuch, part 1, 1893, p. 8.5.
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while 9 and especially 13 are maleficent or '
' unlucky " numbers. More-

over, there is a further mystical intensification in sqixares of the

bases (perhaps growing out of mechanical or arithmetical superposi-

tions on the mystical notions); and the charm seems to be still further

augmented bj- coincidences between the several systems. It is pai'tly

through this mystical accentuation of the always mystical augmentals
that such numbers as 9, 13, -±9, and 61 become conspicuous as factors

and vestiges of ahnacabala.

Nine survives as a mystical number in the Muses of classical mythol-
ogy, in Anglo-Saxon aphorisms emphasizing the vitality of the cat and
the erteminacy of the tailor, and as a recurring tale in all of the super-
abundant Celtic lore such as that currently recorded by Seumas Mac-
Manus; it even survived in the schoolhooks of the early part of the

century in the more curious than useful arithmetic process of "cast-

ing out the nines;" and throughout the last decade of the nineteenth
century the newspaper-writing jugglers with nines found (and dif-

fused) much mysterj'-tinged amusement in almacabalic analyses of the
numbers 1890-1899.

Glaringly prominent in the mj'thology of recent centuries is the
bode clustering about the ill-omened first augmental of "lucky" 7

—

indeed it is probable that nearly half of the enlightened citizens of the
world's most intelligent country habitually carry the number 13 in

their minds as a messenger or harbinger of evil. The almacabalic
double of 13 (which is at the same time an augumental of 5) has largely

lost its mystical meaning in Europe and America, apparently through
friction with practical arithmetic; but it retains no little hold on
the oriental mind, and finds expression in twenty-five-fold collectives

in India and China, and in a rather frequent organization of Tibetan
tribes into '25 septs or formal social units. Eminentlj- conspicuous in

Europe and America is the mystical number 1:9, especially when
expressed as 7x7; for, in the belief of a large element of European
population, the seventh son of a seventh son needs no training to tit

himself for medical craft, while scanners of advertising columns of
American newspapers maj' daily read anew that the seventh daughter
of a seventh daughter is a predestined seeress.

Few of the larger mystical numbers have survived the shock of
occidental contact; but they abound in the Orient. The coincidental-

augmental 61 prevails in Tibet, where Sven Hedin found a lama, 1
out of 61 of co-ordinate rank, who professed survival for sixty-one
millenniums, through a succession of exoteric deaths and esoteric rein-

carnations at uniform periods of sixty-one years;' and this odd value
is explained by the designation of the sixty-first figure in the Mongo-
lian hexagram—" The Right Way" or "In the Middle " ''—which at

1 Through Asia, by Sven Hediu, 1899. vol. ii, p. 1132,

'ChinCTB Philosophy, p. 12.
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the same time connocts the Book of Changjos with the nearly world-

wide Cult of the Quarters and its mystical Middle. The numbers 63

and 65 are also mystical in Chinese philosophy, though their potency

would seem to be dwarfed by the mochanical-aiithmetical structure of

the octonal s(juare to which they have been adjusted evidently durinjj

recent centuri(>s. Among the Hindu more or less mystical numbers
abound, and manj' of these are found on analysis to correspond with

conventional almacal)alicaugmentalsiindcoincidentals; while the Budd-
histic rituals and series of aphorisms often run in measures of fives,

with an initial or final supernumerary—the feature being apparently

fixed by a mnemonic tinger-count superposed on the almacabalic sys-

tem, much as the octonal count is superposed on the mystical figures

in the Chinese hexagram.
Suggestive vestiges of the mystical number-groups persist widely

in the form of irrational and fuuctionless supernumeraries, such as the

thirteenth loaf in the baker's dozen, the twenty-first skerret in the

costei-'s .score, the thousand-and-first night of Arabian tale, and the

conventional overplus in the legal "year and a day." It is possible

that the supernumerary habit was crj'stallized in some cases l)y sim-

ple object-counting so conducted as to include an additional object as

a tally; but there are many indications that the habit originally sprang

from almacal>alic augmentation, in which the sum is always one more
than the multiple of the even-number basis. Moreover, the super-

numerary hal)it is especiallj' characteristic of countries and culture-

stages in which mystical num])er-jumbles are rife.

Certain of the graphic vestiges of the quaternarj'-quinary system
are of special significance; for just as the hexagrams of the senarv-

.scptenary .system bridged the way from mystical almacabala to rational

geometry, so the mechanical development of symbols exoterically

quatern but esoterically (juinary carried intelligence across the chasm
dividing the morass of almacabala from the algorithmic forelands

rising into the firm ground of arithmetic. True, the passage was
made easier l)y the coincidental structure of the hand, that natural

abacus which undoubt(>dly served to fix the quinary system in all

minds trained up to the contemplation of fives; j-et the way was
appai-ently so long from the habitual perception of lowly twos and
fours to the ready grasp and coml)ination of fives that mechanical struc-

ture was even more ethcient than organic structure in guiding progress.

The graphic number .symbols of the Mexican codices illustrated and
discussed Ity Dr Thomas and others ej)itomizcd the growth of a vigesi-

mal .system crystallized by the coini'idcuce of manual and pedal struc-

tures, while both the terms and the gestures of the Zufii finger-count

analyzed by Cushing jioint the way in which binary pi'cpossessions

pa.ssed into quinary practices despite the obstruction of the senary
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concept.' The most conspicuous and persistent graphic vestipfes are

those of the barbaric Roman notation, which barred arithmetical prog-

ress for ages, and even to-day saps vitality by its crude extravagance

in form and function. In certain aspects this notation maj' be consid-

ered binary, or rather dichotomous, and a reciprocal of the bifurcate

cla-ssification of Aristotle with the Tree of Porphyry,^ although, as has

been well shown by Gushing, the integers of the ystem stand for

fingers and represent in their combinations the orduiary inger-counts

employed throughout the lower medial strata of cultural development.

In reality the system is neither perfectly binary nor fully quinary,

and still less is it susceptible (by reason of the indefiniteness^ as well

as the inelasticity of the notation) of development into a complete

decimal system; yet its survival as a mere enumerative system opens

a vista through the millenniums to a thought-plane in which men man-
aged to exist without arithmetic, without number sj'stems save of the

crudest, without numerical bases of ratiocination, without traceable

germs of ideas now fundamental in daily thought. The Chinese
number symbols also show traces of genesis and development from the

lowly plane of finger-counting; but to the Aryan mind the most strik-

ing vestiges of essentially prescriptorial thought relating to numbers
are those conserved in the Roman notation.

The various vestiges, verbal, proverbial, and graphic (vestiges far

too many for full enumeration), at once illumine prerational numera-
tion and seem to establish that course of development of number-
concepts suggested by the customs of people still living in the lower
culture-stages. Conversely, the definition of almacabala serves to

explain certain jurious vestiges of primitive thought prevailing even
today and in the highest culture; and the vestiges and developmental
outlines combine to form a useful means of ti-acing the general course

of intellectual progress from the obscure beginnings in lower savagery
toward the present culmination in modern enlightenment.

1 Manual Concepts, American Anthropologist, vol. v, 1S92, pp. 2.S9-317. [t is to be observed that

throughout this luminous discassion, than in which his genius never shone more brightly. Cushing
confined himself to the middle strata of development in which numerical concepts are quinary, and
in which counting is habitually manual, and made no reference to the lower strata of numerical
conceptuality represesented by peoples le-ss advanced than the Zuni.
2The Foundation of Science, The Forum, vol. xxvii, 1899, p. 17".

SThus a prodigal publisher may burden his title-page with the cabala mdcccci: if a shade less

prodigal of ink, he may substitute the sign mdcdi; or if still more economical of ink and no less

inconsiderate of the convenience of readers, he may recast the formula as MCMI.


